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â€œI know more about Red magic than you think. I bet you havenâ€™t been to the Underworld for

training. I bet the gods havenâ€™t fought over you.â€• I hoped to elicit some surprise from him, but

his stormy expression was not what Iâ€™d expected.â€œYouâ€™d lose that bet, Darlena. Iâ€™d be

careful what you say; you donâ€™t know anything.â€• Lenaâ€™s guilt is threatening to consume her,

and after months of inaction, she decides itâ€™s time to find another Red Witch to join with her

against Hecate and the crazy Red Gods. Acting on instinct, she travels to Scotland, but the other

Red Witch is nothing like Lena was expecting. Will two Red Witches together be enough to tip the

balance away from chaos, or will their power destroy even more?
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Jen McConnel spins another colorful tale of adventure and magic! I am deeply absorbed in this

series. Its so edge of my seat great. I wish there was a little more on the romance side to this series.



However, the way the characters fit together, your so caught up in what's going on between them

that you don't notice or care if it was lacking a little. Book one and two go so well together and I'm

lucky be able to read the trilogy back to back just as you should.

The second book had a lot more adventure and action. I read it non-stop. My only negative would

be the main characters reaction to certain things. Without spoiling it, the death of one of the

characters is a sore point. Not becuase I like the character but because the Main character shows

remorse for the death but not enough considering the emotions between these two characters. In

that area I would've liked to see more growth. The main character herself is such a hot head that

there are times I thinks she's plain childish but that's what makes me turn the pages ans see what

she'll do next.

I loved it! Story continues from book one. Darlena is looking for another Red Witch. She thinks that

together they might be able to defeat Hecate for once and for all. But things don't go as well as she

had hoped. She did find the other Red but he is not too willing to help her in any way. Now she must

think of something else to convince Marcus or maybe even use magic to get his help.There are

many twists and turns in this book. The ending was totally unexpected and completely epic. Now I

have only one question: When can we read the next book? I can't wait... :D

I really enjoyed reading this book, it was a great follow up to Darlena's story in Daughter of Chaos.

We got to travel to new places and meet exciting new gods and goddesses playing their own

intrigues and manipulating the world of mortals. Friendship, romance, and enemies, It kept up an

exciting pace with surprises right to the end! Now I can't wait to read the next in the series!

What a wild ride! I never knew what was going on or what was going to happen. Action-packed,

complex, something always happening. I loved learning about the cultural differences between the

different types of magic, and it really had me wanting more! Can't wait for part three!

Incredible second book! Jen has a way of writing that has you right there with the characters,

discovering everything together. I loved the new addition of Gods/Goddesses and I cannot wait until

the third book!!

This story drew me in and transported me fully into McConnel's world. We journey into a darker



place in this book and are left with more questions than answers. The author leads us through many

twists and harsh realities as we witness her heroine losing her innocence and naivety. She is

discovering how powerful she is, and how much she can do if she can trust her instincts. I can not

wait to see what McConnel has in store for Darlena next.

Daughter of Chaos was an excellent start to the Red Magic series, and I have been really looking

forward to reading Gods of Chaos. Since the final book in the trilogy is out soon, I realized I should

really read it now, and I am so glad I stopped putting it off! Gods of Chaos was an excellent

continuation of the series, and has me so pumped for the third and final installment.My favorite part

of this series is how all of the different mythologies are combined. We get to see gods and

goddesses from pretty much every major pagan religion, and even some minor gods and

goddesses. The Red gods are, for the most part, incredibly terrifying and I fear for Darlena's life

every time she goes up against one. I also enjoyed meeting the deities associated with the other

magical paths - we're introduced to goddesses like Isis and Nepthys in this book and it was really

fun to see how they interact with their witches.Since it's been so long since I read Daughter of

Chaos, I had forgotten some of the details of what happened. Luckily, we're reminded of things that

went on in the first book as the events and details become important, so I never really felt like there

was something huge I was missing. Lena is still fighting against Hecate, but there are now more

players in the game and some of them seem like they'll be even worse than Hecate. I'm already

very concerned about how things are going to play out, and one of the Red gods doesn't even have

any real power for most of this book!There is a little bit of a romance sub-plot in this book, but it's

not forced and it's doesn't distract form the main plot. Lena also starts to form new bonds and

friendships with some of the new witches she meets, and she learns that there's more to the

magical world than she ever thought. Covens aren't just things found in horror movies, and the three

paths she's learned about her entire life might not be the entire story. I loved learning things as Lena

did, and I think it really helps with the world-building.I would definitely recommend this book for

anyone who has read Daughter of Chaos, and this series to anyone looking for a great fantasy story

that incorporates pretty much every major mythology (Greek, Norse, Egyptian, and Polynesian are

among the mythologies that we get to see) into a thrilling adventure that will leave you wanting

more. Jen McConnel writes beautifully and this is not one that you will want to miss! 4/5!
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